
In October 2016, the management of the  
entire European Union [EU] Citrus Fruit 
Phytosanitary Inspection and Certification 
Programme was delegated to the PPECB 
by the Department of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries [DAFF] for a one-year 
period. This underlines the confidence 
that the DAFF has in the PPECB and 
its people. As early as October 2016, 
Operations commenced with preparations 
as the mandate is effective from the 2017 
citrus season and it is hoped that it will 
be extended beyond the one-year period.

The Board approved the procurement of 
a Liquid Chromatography Tandem Mass 
Spectrometry [LCMSMS] machine as part 
of the laboratory’s turnaround plan that 

will enable the PPECB to broaden its 
scope of analysis into the pesticide residue 
testing sphere. At the end of March, the 
laboratory was able to test [unaccredited] 
for 214 active ingredients with South 
African National Accreditation System 
[SANAS] accreditation set for May 2017.

Other highlights include the establishment 
of the Food Safety and Technical 
Services Division within Operations, which 
incorporates laboratory services, research
and development, standards and protocols
as well as the food safety audit unit. 
Furthermore, the PPECB was appointed as 
an assignee for tree nut export inspections, 
commencing with the inspection of pecan 
and macadamia nuts.

FINANCIAL RESULTS 
FOR OPERATIONS

The net result for Operations is R13.5 million  
[26%] under budget at the end of the  
2016/17 financial year. The total operational  
income for all structures in Operations stood  
at R24 172 342 [8%] under budget, mainly
due to the drought and heat, as well as the 
hail damage which was experienced in 
some areas.

The laboratory ended the year with a shortfall  
of R2.74 million [21%] on income. This 
can be ascribed predominantly to the  
drought resulting in the lower-than-budgeted  
volumes of maximum residue limits [MRL]  
samples as resulting from the limited 
scope for MRL tests and the LC-MS/MS  
accreditation audit scheduled for May 2017.

In terms of expenditure, Operations is 
R10 652 587 [5%] below budget. The 
savings can be attributed to savings on 
direct activity costs.

THE LINGERING DROUGHT AND ITS AFTER EFFECTS IMPACTED 
NEGATIVELY ON OPERATIONAL INCOME. HOWEVER, THE 2016/17 
FINANCIAL YEAR WILL ALSO BE REMEMBERED AS A YEAR IN 
WHICH OPERATIONS ACHIEVED SEVERAL MILESTONES THAT WILL 
HOPEFULLY CONTRIBUTE TO THE LONGEVITY AND SUSTAINABILITY 
OF THE PPECB.

OPERATIONSSTATUTORY
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In preparation for the EU Citrus Programme roll-out a total number 
of 35 inspectors were earmarked for orchard inspections and nine 
for phytosanitary certification. 

PPECB staff in Inspection Services spent 20 261 days on relief 
duty and travelled approximately 4.9 million kilometres to ensure 
that services were delivered timeously and in accordance with 
stakeholder needs. The participation of all staff members and their 
dedication to cost containment under very difficult circumstances 
is appreciated.

The Agricultural Export Technologist Programme [AETP] has proven  
highly beneficial to the PPECB as a feeder programme for new  
appointees. During the 2016/17 financial year, 24 AETP 
participants were trained in operations. The PPECB is using this 
pool of  25 competent inspectors as temporary appointments to 
ensure service excellence and the fulfilment of client expectations. 
An initiative to increase the capacity of competent inspectors 
was commenced by Inspection Services through its unemployed 
graduate development programme. The programme aims to  
develop a pool of competent inspectors for entry into the 
agricultural sector. These candidates must undergo competency 
evaluations for entry level positions in product inspections. 
All the available participants exiting the AETP were appointed as 
unemployed graduates for the citrus season.

CERTIFICATION
During the 2016/17 financial year, the certification desk processed 
125 453 export certificates nationally, an increase of 10% 
compared to the previous fiscal year. These certificates represent 
more than 260 million cartons and 454 million kilogrammes of 
vegetables, flowers, canned products, dried fruit, rooibos [red 
bush] tea and other products. Mistakes were picked up in 7 143 
certificates [an increase of 36% on the previous year] which had 
to be re-issued. A total of 5 482 certificates [a reduction of 23%] 
were cancelled for various reasons. In total, 10% of all certificates 
were cancelled and identified with mistakes.

PPECB OPERATIONS HUMAN RESOURCES 2016-17
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STAFF MATTERS

Operations employed 464 permanent staff members during the year under review. The number of temporary staff peaked in May at 321 
employed. This is mainly due to the overlapping deciduous and citrus seasons. 
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TABLE 1

EFICIENCY RATIO ACTUAL 
F2016/17

TARGET 
F2016/17

ACTUAL 
F2016

TOTAL HOURS 933,950 931,301 928,651

BILLABLE RATIO 68,70% 60,00% 68,90%

PRODUCT HOUR RATIO 77,30% 80,00% 76,70%

PRODUCTIVITY RATIO 98,30% 95,00% 90,40%

EFFICIENCIES 

The Operations Division achieved a 77.3% ratio of product related 
hours and a ratio of 68.7% billable hours [Table 1]. Unbillable 
hours include factors such as leave [11%], training [7%], meetings 
[1.4%] and administration [1.6%]. A productivity level of 98% 
was maintained, with the balance of unproductive time [2%] being  
the result of diminished activity in regions between seasons 
[particularly during October]. Customer satisfaction [Q78] was 
measured at 100% positive feedback received from the 1 084 
respondents, while 768 [71%] rated the PPECB’s services as excellent.

TABLE GRAPES

There has been a huge swing in the Western Cape from seeded to seedless grapes. The new grape plantings came into full production this 
season with higher volumes. The vineyards also recovered from the drought above expectations. The Lower Orange River recorded a record 
crop of 20.5 million in 4.5kg equivalent cartons. The Hex River and Berg River also recorded record crops of 22 million and 15.5 million 
in 4.5kg equivalent cartons, respectively. The Olifants River volumes were below the estimated 4.5 million cartons as a result of the impact 
of the drought and damages to the water canal. The Northern Division [Groblersdal] had an exceptionally good season and was 808 008 
cartons [18.2%] above the budgeted volumes of 4.4 million cartons.

Year to date the carton volumes inspected for South Africa amounted to 60.75 million cartons – 45 368 [0.07%] cartons above budget. 
Total grape volumes with Namibia included amounts to 65.1 million cartons [4.9% above the budgeted 62.15 million cartons].

Volumes achieved were due to new plantings coming into full production and the swing to more seedless varieties with higher yields.  
Export destinations were primarily Northern Europe [53%], United Kingdom [UK] [25%] and Asia [11%].

60.75
MILLION
CARTONS INSPECTED

0.07%
ABOVE BUDGET

[ for South Africa ] year to date

EXPORT DESTINATIONS

53%
NORTHERN
EUROPE

25%
UNITED
KINGDOM

11%ASIA

INSPECTION SERVICES
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POME FRUIT
 
The actual volumes inspected amounted to 45.6 million cartons, which was 10% below the budgeted volumes of 50.8 million cartons 
nationally. The Ceres region was 2.08 million cartons [11.8%], Grabouw 1.72 million cartons [7.9%], Langkloof 1 million cartons [16.8%] 
and the Paarl region 308 960 cartons [15.5%] below budget. 

Volumes inspected were below budget due mainly to lower demand from our international markets. This was also as a result of the lower 
exports to oil producing countries such as Russia, Nigeria and Angola. In general, adverse weather conditions [heat waves and drought] 
have had a severe impact on volumes, specifically on the Ceres pome season.

Apples were exported primarily to the United Kingdom [19%], Asia [30%], Africa [28%] and the EU [9%].  The highest demand for pears 
came from the EU [45%], followed by the Far East [17%], Middle East [17%], Russia [8%] and the UK [6%]. 

STONE FRUIT

Some stone fruit orchards had started to bloom before the beginning 
of winter and although the season commenced in September 2016 
in the Paarl region - two weeks earlier - in general the season 
started later than the previous year. There were no peaks in the 
season but a rather steady pack-out with excellent export volumes. 
The drought had a definite impact on pack-out percentages and 
fruit size was smaller, with higher volumes. Whilst no significant 
internal quality problems were experienced, some fruit arrived 
on the overseas market soft without any known reason for this. 
The overseas market was very sensitive to the smaller fruit and 
there was a general decrease in the demand for peaches. Despite 
various new plum varieties planted with the potential for higher 
yields, the traditional high-volume varieties such as Laetitia and 
Songold have proved once again, this year, that they will remain 
varieties to be reckoned with in terms of yield.

The actual volume inspected year to date was 18.25 million 
cartons which is 4% below the budgeted volumes of 19 million 
cartons nationally. The plum crop was 11% higher than last 
season whilst nectarines were 3% higher. 

Plums were exported mainly to the EU [51%], the UK [23%] and 
the Middle East [17%] while nectarines were exported primarily 
to the UK [46%], the EU [31%] and the Middle East [19%] and 
peaches to the Middle East [45%], UK [32%] and EU [15%]. 

45.6
MILLION
CARTONS INSPECTED

10%
BELOW BUDGETED
VOLUMES

[ for South Africa ] year to date

APPLES EXPORTED

UNITED KINGDOM 19%
ASIA 30% 
AFRICA 28% 
EU 09%

PEARS EXPORTED

EU 45%
FAR EAST 17% 
MIDDLE EAST 17% 
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18.25
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04%
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CITRUS

The drought and heat conditions resulted in 112 million citrus cartons inspected during the 2016/17 financial year compared with 117 million 
cartons during the previous season - reflecting a 4.5% decline. Furthermore, the 2016/17 citrus season experienced a 5% decline in volumes  
inspected compared with the previous year. The Limpopo and Mpumalanga regions were most affected by the drought which also  resulted 
in citrus trees producing smaller-sized fruit, thus contributing to the lower volumes.  On a positive note, the dry conditions in  South Africa 
were not favourable for the development of Citrus Black Spot [CBS]. During the 2013, 2014 and 2015 seasons, the EU reported 35, 28 
and 15 CBS interceptions respectively. The four CBS interceptions reported during the 2016 citrus season was the lowest on record.  

LITCHIS

High volumes were yielded in the litchi season, especially in the  
Mpumalanga region from where 90% of the crop originates.  
A total volume of 3.9 million kilogrammes was inspected for the 
2016/17 financial year compared with 3.1 million kilogrammes 
in the previous year. The dry conditions produced more flowering, 
which led to a good crop. Generally, quality was exceptionally good 
as was the size of the fruit and its internal quality. The United 
States [US] programme commenced at the beginning of the season 
but was short lived. More litchi bouquets were inspected as there 
appeared to be a high demand, especially from the EU market.

AVOCADOS

Total avocado volumes inspected for the period under review were 
12.6 million cartons against 11.6 million cartons in the previous year.  
The primary destination was the European continent while very 
small volumes went to the UK, Russia and the Far and Middle East. 

CITRUS FRUIT EXPORT DESTINATIONS

DESTINATIONS 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2015/16 VS 
2016/17

EUROPEAN UNION 444,439 486,863 493,973 1.4%

MIDDLE EAST 311,140 316,409 279,765 -11.5%

ASIA 289,141 301,756 273,408 -9%

UNITED KINGDOM 135,686 145,049 143,412 -1%

RUSSIAN FEDERATION 169,971 137,027 110,842 -19%

NORTH AMERICA 99,025 104,521 94,125 -10%

AFRICA 9,701 10,448 9,823 -6%

INDIAN OCEAN ISLANDS 8,863 8,086 9,888 22%

GRAND TOTAL 1,467,987 1,510,159 1,415,236 -6%

THE DROUGHT AND HEAT 
CONDITIONS RESULTED IN 

112 MILLION CITRUS CARTONS 
INSPECTED DURING THE 
2016/17 FINANCIAL YEAR 

COMPARED WITH 
117 MILLION CARTONS DURING 

THE PREVIOUS SEASON - 
REFLECTING A 4.5% DECLINE. 

OVERALL THE 
QUALITY WAS
GOOD FOR THE 
ENTIRE SEASON. 
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GRAIN PRODUCTS AND MAIZE VOLUMES

MANGOES

The volumes inspected for mangoes have been the highest for the 
past five years. A total of 1.4 million cartons was inspected for the 
2016/17 financial year. The primary markets for the crop were 
Africa and the Middle East. The bulk of the local crop was sent 
for drying.

TREE NUTS

During 2016 the DAFF commenced the regulation of tree nut exports, i.e. macadamia 
and pecan nuts and the PPECB was appointed as the assignee. The volumes inspected for  
in-shell tree nuts were low because of the drought. The main destination was China.

VEGETABLES

For the past three years the volumes of vegetables inspected for 
exports have steadily been increasing. For the 2016/17 financial 
year,  105 832 961kg of vegetables were inspected for export. The 
major contributors to this volume were potatoes [37 904 624kg]  
followed by onions [29 856 384kg] while mini vegetables made 
up the balance. Over 95% of potatoes and onions are bound for 
the African market while the mini vegetable market destinations 
are split between Africa and the EU.

GRAIN PRODUCTS INCLUDING MAIZE 

Volumes for grain products were subdued again in 2016/17 due to 
the severe drought experienced in South Africa. Only 1 110 034  
tonnes were exported - in contrast with the 1 755 805 tonnes 
exported in 2014/15.  
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 FOOD SAFETY AND
 TECHNICAL SERVICES

 During mid-2016, the Food Safety and Technical Services Division 
[FSTS] was established as a division within the Operations 
department. Within the PPECB, this division is the custodian of 
technical policy, matters related to food safety and developments 
in market access within the technical sphere of the business. On a 
corporate level, the FSTS division is responsible for one of the four 
strategic programmes - Food Safety [FS] Services, embodied in the 
PPECB’s business strategy. 

 FOOD SAFETY PROGRAMME

 For the 2016/17 year, the Food Safety Programme had set a target 
of 720 audits, comprising 250 ad-hoc audits and 470 South 
Africa Good Agricultural Practices [SAGAP] audits, respectively.  In 
this regard, 724 audits were conducted during the review period, 
broken down into 275 ad-hoc audits, 398 SAGAP audits and 
31 private sampling audits. The SAGAP certification serves as 
an alternative to commercial certifications for Good Agricultural 
Practices [GAP] and was directly affected by the drought. This led to  
fewer SAGAP audits being conducted by the programme for dry storage  
facilities [grain storage], enabling resources to carry out private 
sampling audits among an array of audit types during the past year. 

 
 Notable developments specific to the year under review include 

a constant decline of audits on vineyard packing [table grapes] 
as well as the exemption of food safety audits on the packing of 
pears in-orchard, which are now handled on an effective oversight 

basis. For the first time, 60 audits were conducted on the practices 
of raisin producers. Following on the changes to the maritime 
legislation, the programme conducted 339 South African Maritime 
Safety Authority [SAMSA] audits among exporters and loading  
points, in addition to the R707 basket of services mentioned before.

 LABORATORY SERVICES

 One of the highlights of the 2016/17 year include the recognition of  
the PPECB laboratory as an Officially Recognised Laboratory [ORL] 
for the testing of pesticide residues on regulated agricultural products 
destined for export. This recognition incorporates the responsibility 
of all ORLs to ensure that by December 2016, a minimum of 50% 
of the pesticide actives regulated under the Agricultural Pests Act 
[Act 36 of 1947] can be tested. The provisions of the associated 
Standard Operating Procedure [SOP] must also be met. Based 
on the above expectations, it is encouraging to report that the 
PPECB, as part of Project Phoenix, has increased the scope of its 
pesticide residue testing from 53 to a much improved 214 active 
ingredients - exceeding the DAFF’s target of 50% of 341 actives 
by the end of 2016. The DAFF has also been updated on the 
PPECB’s compliance to the SOP provisions, which are intertwined 
with the laboratory’s ISO 17025 accreditation.

 
 The PPECB laboratory prides itself on its turnaround times of 24 

to 48 hours applicable to its mycotoxin analytical programme 
[MAP]. A large part of this programme focuses on grains and 
groundnuts, and so this section was severely impacted by the 
drought conditions in the major production areas. The relatively 
subdued period has subsequently been used to explore greater 
efficiencies in the pursuit of greater client competitiveness and in 
preparation for a future expanded service to its clients. A total of  
6 482 samples were analysed in this specific analytical programme 
compared with a budgeted figure of 9 480 samples. 

During the period under review 31% of volumes were inspected using the Titan application - just exceeding the organisational Key 
Performance Indicator [KPI] of 30%. The 31% total represents 81.5 million cartons, of which table grapes represent 42%.

PROJECT TITAN

COLD CHAIN SERVICES

Refrigerated container volumes shipped from South Africa continue to grow unabated with a 12% increase experienced in 2016/17. Inland, 
more facilities are being commissioned and equipped for container loading. This trend is also evident now in container loading for the 
cold treatment markets. Operations is resourcing and capacitating the inland regions to meet the increased growth in volumes in the cold 
treatment markets. Conversely, perishable products shipped by means of the conventional transportation mode continued to show a decline 
in volumes. During the 2016/17 fiscal year 175 469 pallets were shipped using the conventional mode equating to a 24% reduction in 
conventional volumes when compared with the previous year.

NATIONAL CONTAINER INSPECTION

REASONS TOTAL INSPECTED TOTAL PASSED REJECTED % REJECTED REASONS FOR 
REJECTIONS

CLEANLINESS 132 794 116 616 16 178 12% Dirty, tainted or 
damaged panels, 
oxidisationTECHNICAL 130 149 130 111 38 0.03%

TOTAL 262 943 246 727 16 216 6%
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 Dairy compositional analysis amounted to 3 131 samples - mainly 
on milk, cheese and yoghurt. A further notable development 
was our dairy analytical programme, which achieved SANAS 
accreditation during 2016/17. The inclusion of more types of 
analysis is prioritised continuously in pursuit of a one-stop-service 
in line with regulatory and customer requirements across all the 
related product groups/categories.

 The Fats Analysis programme - testing for peroxide, moisture and free  
fatty acids - analysed 2 247 samples during the reporting period.

 The total number of samples analysed by the laboratory during the 
2016/17 year amounted to 12 726 while the total number of tests 
performed were 21 914.

 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

 The PPECB continued to partner with industry sectors to perform 
collaborative research aimed at an improved South African 
product on the international market. During the 2016/17 period, 
contributions were made to the following research projects and 
industry partners:

•	The	 ambient	 loading	 of	 citrus	 fruit	 [navels,	 valencias	 and	
mandarins] - Partner: Citrus Research International

•	Nigerian	citrus	shipped	at	warmer	temperatures	-	Partner:	Shoprite	
[Pty] Ltd.

•	Research	into	the	identification	of	cooling	practices	in	table	grapes	
which may cause freezing/cooling damage to these grapes in the 
phytosanitary cold treatment export chain - Partner: South African 
Table Grape Industry

•	The	non-destructive	quantification	and	prediction	of	 the	external	
and internal quality of table grapes - Partner: South African Table 
Grape Industry

 
 This unit has also been involved in the handling of more than  

100 cold chain-related dispensations during the reporting period.

 STANDARDS AND PROTOCOLS
 
 This unit comprises two sections, namely Inspections and Cold 

Chain, and is responsible for all technical policy matters on product 
quality inspections and the cold chain within the PPECB fraternity. 
It also serves as the contact point with the DAFF on critical 
technical developments and ensures that inspectors and assessors 
receive technical instructions, amendments, dispensations and 
similar documentation on time on a daily basis. Another critical 
function is to respond to client queries timeously.

•	Cost	 containment	 is	 top	 of	 the	 agenda	 and	 consolidation	
opportunities will be explored, simultaneously with initiatives such 
as virtual offices for technical staff.

•	PPECB	Operations	is	determined	to	make	a	success	of	implementing	
the requirements of the EU Citrus Programme and to demonstrate, 
through the efficient and effective delivery of services to the DAFF 
and clients, that responsibility for this can be delegated on a more 
permanent basis to the PPECB. 

•	The	laboratory	will	continue	its	expansion	drive	 into	the	pesticide	
testing environment, especially so as to increase its revenue and 
sustainability. 

•	The	PPECB	will	continue	to	work	closely	with	the	DAFF	to	pursue	
alternatives for the current end-point inspection methodology. 

•	A	focused	approach	will	be	applied	towards	increasing	the	volumes	
inspected through the PPECB mobile technology platform [Titan].

LOOKING AHEAD
THE FOLLOWING WILL BE FOCUS AREAS FOR THE NEXT FINANCIAL YEAR:
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